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ABSTRACT 

Of much current interest is the application of power electronics in ac 
transmission systems notably to control power Row in series elements 
through variable series compensation. Principles of control of such 
variable series compensation to damp intemachine and intersystem 
oscillations are developed based on the concept of reactance with 
dynamic characteristics similar to reactances of synchronous 
machines. 

It is shown that the measured through-power in series branches is a 
logical source of bcal control intelligence for modulation of series 
compensation in such branches. 

Nonlinear control logic schemes developed from linear analysis are 
demonstrated in simple examples of single and multimachine ideal 
sourc~s in pure reactance networks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Much industry effort is presently being devoted to exploitation of the 
concept of variable series and shunt compeneabion in ac transmission 
networks made possible by broaldhroughs in power electronics [l ,2]. 
One obvious motivation for using variable or controlled compensation 
is to make possible i n m d  utilization of particular transmission 
corridors without causing undesid changer, in loading of parallel 
paths [a]. These benefits of controlled or adjustable compensation 
can be assessed from a steady state viewpoint, with the control 
characteristics (continuous, discrete, bandwidth, etc.) being d~ctated 
mainly by dynamics of dispatch and system load change rates as well 
as contingency considerations. 

Another possible benefit of continuous adjustable compensation is to 
use it to improve the damping of electromechanical oscillations 
characteristic of power systems. The damping of such oscillations is 
often the limiting factor to loading or power transfer of transmission 
systems [4]. 
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Whereas this improvement in damping is done much more efficiently 
with the application of power system stabilizers [4,5,6,7] 
(supplementary control of excitation systems), in cases where other 
considerations dictate the installation of continuously controlled series 
compensation, the use of appropriate control intelligence could yield 
important damping benefits. 

In the case of power system stabilizers through excitation control, the 
techniques on use of signals and control tuning have been well 
established over the past 30 pars [W]. The contrd action is robust 
and located at the basic source of the oscillation much as an 
automobile shock absorber is located at the wheel. On the other 
hand, in the case of adjustable series compensation, the selection of 
control intelligence and the methods of tuning are not as obvious. 

It is the object of this paper to explore basic concepts of control of 
series compensation starting with insight derived from models of a 
single machine against an infinite bus and extending these concepts 
to multimachine systems. 

The dynamics of an ideal souice E1 with inertia M connected to an 
infinite bus Eg through a total reactance (source plus system) X is 
represented by the Mock diagram of Figure 1. 

where PM = mechanicalpowerinperunit 
PE = electrical power in per unit 
ALO - speed deviation in per unit 
coo = base system frequency in radslsec 
8 = soum angle in radians with respect to 

M =  inertia constant 
x -  transfer reactance 

infinite bus 

s 

I 
Figure 1. TorquaSpmd-Angk Rddonshipo For An Ideal 

Source Supplying An Infinite Bus 

The small pertutbation characteristics of the system in Figure 1 can 
be derived using linear control analysis (frequency response). The 
open loop function is 

(1) 
APE@) % E l E B W G o  
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where 6, is the steady state source angle at the particular operating 
point. A frequency response plot of this open loop function will reveal 
crossover at 

with zero phase margin (4 = O), indicating a closed loop natural 
oscillation frequency 0~ with zero damping as revealed from the solid 
lines in Figure 2. 

If we now imagine a frequency dependent reactance of the form 

(3) 

with T1 < T2, similar to the reactance of a machine including rotor 
winding coupling effects, the Bode plot of the function 

(4) 
APE %El Eg COS 6,(1 + T ~ s )  

M X (1 + T1s)s2 

would exhibit the characteristics of the dashed loci in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Bode Plots of (1) and (4) 

With the placement of T i  and T2 as in Figure 2 one can see that this 
modaication of the series reactance from a fixed to a dynamically 
changing reactance results in increasing the natural frequency of 

oscillation from the value in (2), assuming T2 > . The phase 

margin q1 plot in Figure 2 also indicates thatdamping has been 
introduced by this modification of the series reactance from a constant 
value to a dynamic value. 

Extending this reasoning, with the help of modal analysis, to the case 
of a multimachine system and using the fact that in realistic scenarios 
the range of swing modes of interest will lie in the range of 0.3 Hz to 
2 Hz, the low end representing interarea modes and the high end 

1 
w, 

local modes, one concludes that the pole [+] of the dynamic 

reactance function (4) should be in the vicinity of the low frequency 
interarea modes of concern, e.g. 0.3 x 6.28 raddsec while the zero 

of that function (G) should be close to the highest mode of 

concern say typically 2 x 6.28 raddsec. 

Four Machine Aqainst Infinite Bus 

1 (1 + TlS) To test the concept of transient reactance 

in a multimachine environment, an example of an idealized four 
machine system supplying an infinite bus such as in Figure 3 was 
simulated. 

Figure 3. Idealized Four Machine Against Infinite Bus System 

The star configuration is chosen to simplify the derivation of power 
angle expressions as function .of machine angles relative to the infinite 
bus and of transfer reactances. With source and finite bus voltages 
assumed at unity, the power angle expressions are: 

sin& - a2) + sin& - $) sin(61 - 64) 
+ 

12 x13 x14 +- p1 - 

etc. 
where 

X12'Xl +x2+x1x,[ 1 + + ' 1  = (11) 

~ 2 3  - ~2 + ~3 + ~ 2 x 3  + + [F xJ 
etc. 

Because of the radial configuration of Figure 3 the power flow in each 
branch is equal to the power of the source connected to that branch. 

The dynamics of this system, with the reactance of each branch 

are defined in Figure 4 where assumed to be 

relations for one machine are detailed. 

(' + T1 
xn 

. .. I. ._ . . 
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Table 1 lists the steady state operating conditions and parameters, 
power, reactance and inertia in per unit chosen for this example. n 
is the machine number. 

A step change of mechanical power of -0.2 pu on machine 3 was the 
test disturbance. 

r - i  S2 
--i t-  

L--l 

r - i  S4 

L--l 
--i 

Figure 4. TorqueSpwd Angle Rdationships For 
Four Machine System of Figure 3 

Table 1 

Pmn x, Mn 

0.5 0.5 8 

0.75 0.3 

-0.25 0.3 m 

0 1 2 3 
TIME - SECS 

Figure 5. Accelerating Torques Of Four Machines Following 
-0.2 pu Step change In Mechanical Torque Of Machine 3 

For System With Constant Reactances 

Figure 5 shows the accelerating powers on the four machines for 3 
seconds following the test disturbance with the reactances as fixed 
scalar values listed in Table 1. As expected there is no damping of 
the four modes of oscillation. 

Figure 6 shows the effect of having the reactances exhibit transient 
characteristics with Tl and T2 equal to 0.05 and 0.25 sec 
respectively. A marked increase in damping and system stiffness can 
be noted. 
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Figure 6. Accblerating Torquea Of Four Machines Following 
0.2 Step Change In Mechanical Torque of Machine 3 

For System With Dynamic Reactances 

Implementation of the Transient Reactance Concept - Single 
Machine Aminst Infinite Bus 

Figure 7 shows one way of implementing the concept of transient 
reactance by modulating the value of average reactance X by an 
amount DX within limits corresponding to the range of variable 
compensation. 

igure 7. Scheme For Control Of Adjustable Seriw Reactance 
In Example of Single Machine Against Infinite Bus 

The sign of gain 0 is switched from positive to negative as PE goes 
from positive to negative values. A series of simulation runs is shown 
in Figures 8a to 8d for a step change in mechanical power APM of 
0.05 pu. The parameters are: 

PM = 1 .o 
M =  8 
X = 0.5 
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DX 

0.2 pu 

0 1 2 
TIME - SECS 

Figure 8a. No Modulation of Reactance: ATm = .05 

DX n 

V DX = 0.02 PU 

PA= 0.2 
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Figure 8b. Modulation of Reactance With No Limits: 
ATm = .05 

n 
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0.02 
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~ 
Figure 8c. Modulation Of Reactance With Limits - +.025WATm = .15 

0 1 2 
TIME - SECS 

Figure 8d. Same As (c) But With Initial T, = 0 

Figure 8. Responses To Step Changes In Mechanical Torque In Single Machine Connected To Infinite Bus 

Figure 8a shows the normal undamped behavior of the system of 
Figure 3 without any modulation of the reactance, i.e. G = 0. Figure 
8b shows the effect of modulation with no limits on DX using the 

following parameters: 

- G 0.3 
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T3 = 0.1 
T4 = 0.002 

Figure 8c shows the action including limits of 2 0.025X for a larger 
.step change (0.15 pu) in mechanical torque. 

P 

One should expect that the effectiveness of damping through series 
reactance modulation would be greatly reduced as the operating point 
loading of the series element approaches zero. Figure 9 shows the 
case where the initial loading PM = 0. The step change was again 
0.15 pu and limits on DX = 0.025X. There is a small amount of 
damping because the average loading following the step is not zero 
but 0.1 5 pu. 

By starting with PM = -0.15 and applying the +0.15 pu step, the 
effective average loading following the application of the step is zero. 
Figure 10 shows this case. The double frequency control action on 
DX is due to control sign reversal as the electrical torque reverses 
sign oscillating around zero. 

7 

DX w +  GLTJS 1 
1 + T38 1 + T4s 

Recognizing that near zero loading on a series element, modulation 
of the reactance is ineffective, another possible strategy would be to 
inhibit control action whenever the absolute through-power is less 
than a specified threshold. 

t 
0.02 pu 

0 1 2 
TIME - SECS 

Figure 9. Effect Of Modulation About Zero Average Load 

BS(P) . E is a small number to avoid + E) 

P the expression 

division by zero. 

Figure 12 shows the response with the control of Figure 11 
implemented on each branch reactance with T? = 0.1 sec, T4 = 0.005 
sec and G = 0.8. The control action DX, wthout limits, on each 
branch X1 to X5 corresponding to this case is shown on Figure 13. 

? 
0.12 pu 

4 3 SECS b 

rigure 10. Accelerating Torques Of Four Machines Following 
-0.25 pu Step Change In Mechanical Torque 

On Machine 4 Without Modulation Control of Reactance 

I 
X 

2 
MIN 

GI = G x P/(ABS(P) + E) 

Implementation of the Transisnt Reactance Concept - 
Multimachine Against Infinite Bus Case 

Figure 11. Control Logic Diagram For Modulati& 
Of Reactance B a d  On Measured-Through Power 

Taking the example of Figure 3 with parameters as in Table 1, the 
application of a step change in mechanical power of -0.25 to machine 
4 gives the multimode undamped response of Figure 10 with no 
control action on branch reactances. 

Because of the nonlinear nahrre of the power angle relations which 
necessitate control gain reversals as the power flow reverses in a 
given branch, the scheme of control in Figure 11 was developed. 
Using power flow P in a given series element as the input signal, the 
modulation control of series reactance is developed as function of rate 
of change of power with provision for gain sign reversal as function 
of power flow direction. Mathematically the sign of G is controlled by 

Figures 14 and 15 show the same case except that limits of 22.5% 
on each branch adjustable reactance are included. 

Control engineers lean heavily on linear analysis principles. Although 
these principles with appropriate common sense adjustments for 
nonlinear effects seem to WO& Well in the simple examples described 
in this paper, the real proof of the success of a given application 
requires painstaking modeling of all relevant effects including machine 
and excitation controls, load characteristics and other controls such 
as those on HVDC and Static Var Compensators. 



t 
0.12 pu 

4 3 SECS - 
Figure 12. Same As Cam 01 Figure 10 With 

Modulation Control Of Raactancsa Without Limits 

%' 

4 3 SECS - 
Figure 13. Modulation Of Reachncea For The Care 

Of Figure 12 

CONCLUSIONS 

A methodology for continuous control of network branch series 
reactances to provide damping to system swing modes of oscillation 
is suggested based on the concept of the natural damping effect of 
dynamic mctances exhibiting characteristics similar to those in a 
rotating machine. 
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lgure 14. Same As Case Of Fylure 12 With Modulation Umii 
of 22.5% Of Reactance 

Figure 15. Modulation Of Reactanmm For The Case 
Of Figure 14 

To impart such charactetistics to the series branches in the network 
through control of adjustable series compensation it seems logical to 
use the rate of change of thtwgh-power in the particular series 
element. 

This concept has been explored and demonstrated with simple 
examples, tutorial in nature, using ideal sources supplying an infinite 
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bus through branch reactances in a star configuration. Although the 
principles involved are based on frequency response linear control 
analysis, these had to be adapted to the nonlinear power system 
environment with proper account of control gain sign reversals as 
power flow direction changes and also the effects of limits on 
adjustable compensation. 

In an actual network application, the number of series branches that 
are likely to have adjustable compensation would be much more 
limited than the assumption of all branches in the examples explored 
in this paper. Nevertheless it is believed that, other than affecting the 
degree to which damping is achieved, the same principles should be 
applicable in cases where only few critical series elements are 
provided with adjustable series compensation. 
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